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REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

                                

                                              GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

                                    

                                                             THE HANSARD 

                               

                                                      Tuesday, 17th September, 2019 

                       

                                  The House met at the County Assembly Chamber, 

                           

                                               Assembly Buildings, at 2.30 p.m. 

          

                                   [The Speaker (Hon. Ahmed Ibrahim Abass) in the Chair] 

 

MOTION 

PUNGUZA MZIGO BILL (CONTITUTIONAL AMENDENT BILL 2019) GARISSA 
COUNTY ASSEMBLY BILLNO4 OF 2019 

 That the punguza mzigo bill (constitutional amendment bill 2019) Garissa county assembly bill 
no.4 of 2019 be now read as first time. 

Hon.Speaker: The Punguza Mzigo bill will be handle by a way of motion and therefore it will 
not be handle as a way of bill. So we either pass it or reject it so there is no room for you to make 
amendment on those kind of things and therefore since we are not going on the second 
amendments …… 

yes, leader of Minority.  

Hon.Mohamed Farah (Leader of Minority): Thank you Mr. Speaker I have with me the 
Punguza Mzigo constitution of 2019 I rise to table it. Thank you. 

Hon.Speaker: The bill will be committed to which committee? Is it going to be justice and legal 
affairs committee, that bill only stands for that committee and the chair, here you have as an 
institution we must pronounced ourselves to this bill either way on or before 15th of October and 
therefore we should not wait until that date for us to pronounced ourselves. I think two weeks. 

Clerk: Motion. 
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Mohamed Farah (Leader of Minority): Mr. Speaker sir, I beg to move the following motion  

That aware that, there are more than 2,888 people living with Hiv in Garissa county yielding a 
0.8 prevalence by the end of 2017.This represent 0.2% of the total number (1,493,382) of people 
living with HIV in Kenya. Women have higher number prevalence 1.4% than Men 0.3% in 
Garissa County. The latest and most recent survey by Kenya population based Hiv impact 
assessment done by NASCOP is likely to show spike in HIV Infection in the county. 

Concerned that, the national Aids Control Council(NACC) has raised concerns over raising cases 
of the new infection among young people in Garissa county. 

Further Concerned that, Lack of sexual health knowledge coupled with unprotected sex among 
young people has seen the number infection among young people in the recent days. 

Recognizing that, there have been cases of new infections a rising from newlywed couples who 
do not undergo voluntary Hiv testing and that there is need to sensitize and encourage such test 
before consuming their marriage. 

Therefore, the county assembly urges the department of health and sanitation to provide 
awareness and sensitize the public on HIV/ AIDS in order to encourage voluntary testing so as to 
reduce the infection rates especially among new couples.  

Another incident Mr. Speaker that I have also witness was before the engagement and at same 
time this two couples have been communicating through the social media or they may not 
communicate to one another before their marriage due Mr. speaker when they got married I 
happen to visit them. Mr. speaker this disease is a killer diseases and the two couples all a long 
have been affected by HIV disease and family is no more. It’s really touching us. I want to wish 
for the one couple who is now negative.  

He is looking for another partner because he got shocked that he was only married for three 
months now and the most unfortunate is that the spouse became infected and Mr. speaker you 
can understand all this and how painful it is after going to this expensive wedding all the way 
from the states someone get contracted with HIV and AIDS and the most interesting thing with 
the infection of HIV/AIDS is that it is a universal thing for someone to go for a test. It is never a 
must it is just voluntary that is why we have VCTs across our Country so that people may go for 
voluntary test before they undergo engagement or marriage. 

 Mr. Speaker now that we have also other colleagues who are not yet married am also cautioning 
if they can go for that test preferably before the engagement we escort them free so that we are 
out of this that may come to affect their life style otherwise Mr. Speaker I am appealing to all the 
members kindly debate this and help us establish our County to understand the importance of 
educating the public, thank you.  

Hon. Speaker: Very well honorable members we have a motion with us and the motion reads as 
follows That aware that, there are more than 2,888 people living with Hiv in Garissa county 
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yielding a 0.8 prevalence by the end of 2017.This represent 0.2% of the total number (1,493,382) 
of people living with HIV in Kenya. Women have higher number prevalence 1.4% than Men 
0.3% in Garissa County. The latest and most recent survey by Kenya population based Hiv 
impact assessment done by NASCOP is likely to show spike in HIV Infection in the county. 

Concerned that, the national Aids Control Council(NACC) has raised concerns over raising cases 
of the new infection among young people in Garissa county. 

Further Concerned that, Lack of sexual health knowledge coupled with unprotected sex among 
young people has seen the number infection among young people in the recent days. 

Recognizing that, there have been cases of new infections a rising from newlywed couples who 
do not undergo voluntary Hiv testing and that there is need to sensitize and encourage such test 
before consuming their marriage. 

Therefore, the county assembly urges the department of health and sanitation to provide 
awareness and sensitize the public on HIV/ AIDS in order to encourage voluntary testing so as to 
reduce the infection rates especially among new couples.  

 Who will second the leader of majority?  

Hon. Adow Said: Thank you Mr. speaker in the name of Allah, The Compassionate, the 

Merciful. I stand to second the motion and congratulate the honorable member who brought this 

idea. It is a noble idea the motive and the intent is just to create awareness on this deadly disease 

but the act provide is just a voluntary but it is good that we create awareness in order to minimize   

its spread among those who don’t understand it. These days according to the fact that women 

seem to be more than men so if we don’t encourage such kind of test women are somehow 

because of their number and men becoming so extinct it is a rear case for men to undergo 

because they boast themselves on the precious items  

 Mr. speaker it is good if the act could put in place measures of voluntary but it is good that we 

create the awareness because the rise has brought by the National AIDS Council that the rise is 

on high percentage. It is good that we encourage that kind of awareness and the department of 

health to do that kind of awareness and sensitize the public especially those who are newly 

married. I had in Mombasa it is must sometimes if you get engagement to a lady especially for 

the Bajunis they will not receive that engagement money until you go and test yourself you and 

the couple will go to the Hospital your result will be taken by that family and you take the result 

of the lady so it encourages a lot.  It is good that we adopt such customized issues within our 
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localities especially what the concerns the honorable member has raised. These people who are 

coming from abroad they just come as tourist we don’t know what the encounter somebody was 

away from the family for almost 20years. We do not know what he has engaged in himself they 

just come and pollute the environment here with what they come with from outside so it is good 

that such kind of awareness is created. 

 I think members are aware what was circulating in the Facebook and in the social media about 

this marriages of the people who are abroad, diaspora marriages it doesn’t last if they are here for 

official leave for almost a month they just legalize for that short time period and the just leave 

and disappear in the thin air.  So it is good I think the intent of the motion the member has raised 

is very good because we want to raise that kind of awareness and people be aware on what is 

going and I think the expert on health department honorable chair you can take to the department 

and advise accordingly.  With those few remarks I encourage members to support and approve 

the motion. Thank you Mr. Speaker.  

Hon. Speaker: Very well member for Hulugho let me allow first the chair for Health followed 

by member for Saka and then Honorable Maryan in that order let’s take those three and then we 

will come back this side again. 

Hon. Irshad Hillowle: Thank you honorable speaker for giving me this opportunity to add my 

views to this motion and I thank honorable Adow of Hulugho for asking for my expertise 

opinion on this matter. Having said that this motion I don’t think whether it is talking about 

anything new in the sense that I stand to oppose the motion and I said this because HIV first of 

all is main stream issue it is a cross cutting issue cutting throughout all department not 

specifically for the ministry of Health or the department of health. 

 Education has a role just as Agriculture has a role department of Health has a role and almost all 

the departments has a role to be able to sensitize the youth on HIV that is why we have 

something call HIV mainstreaming having said that this process of sensitizing our people or our 

couples and it  is a continues process it  is not a one-time oath and the department undertaking 

oath in different health facilities even these days we have gone to the extent to sensitizing clinics 

therefore I don’t see anything new or any value added by this motion for that matter and the 
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department were already under taking those thing that were being asked for by this motion, thank 

you very much honorable speaker. 

Hon Speaker: Yes, honorable member  

Hon Kassim: Thank you Mr. speaker, I would like also to oppose the motion, because what is 

before you are not a normal situation in Garissa, we are aware that the department of health is 

already on the stage to talk about HIV AIDS to the village level, I am saying this simply because 

it is not a burning issue that a brother come from abroad is so lucky not to be infected by a lady 

from Garissa.  

Mr. speaker HIV AIDS is a disease that is known worldwide I am saying that because the 

department of health here in Garissa they have got this facility VCT , if a wife is pregnant she 

should be tasted  she should be knowing the status, the issue of couples that were going to 

engage they cannot make it a mass because already those two people they will go and sign there 

all time to find out before because they have been in love and love have got different changes so 

Mr. speaker the issue of new infection rising is new 

Hon Speaker: What is the point of order  

Hon Adow Omar: Thank you Mr. speaker the content of the motion opposing is deferent and 

honorable chair of health must conform to ask a motion arguing the health department the health 

facility that are close can you conform to us were health, Mr. speaker we need to be very 

categorically in our position members are misleading. 

Hon Speaker: Member for Hulugho I want you to relax, what you are raising is not a point of 

order and then you start debating to the entire membership to begin with, number 2 the issue 

before us is not about the close health facility what is the motion before us is awareness of the 

public levels HIV AIDS that was before us it is not about the closed health facility either in 

company and therefore member for Hulugho you are completely out of order  

Member for Saka please go on  

Hon Kassim: Thank you Mr. speaker it is good to understand the motion when opposing or 

supporting, Mr. speaker when you look at the disease HIV AIDS it is not a new disease it 
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become an outbreak which has covered the whole world there is no country talking about HIV 

AIDS. A major concern here is… I need your protection  

Mr. speaker in conclusion when we say the county assembly argues the department of health and 

sanitation to avoid awareness to public on HIV AIDS the department is well staged but have got 

sections of HIV AIDS there is a section dealing with TB the department is well organized Mr. 

speaker. What we require is an orderly way of understanding what is before us Mr. speaker, 

thank you. 

Hon Speaker: Yes, honorable Amran  

Hon Amran: Thank you Mr. speaker, first of all I was trying to support the motion now I am a 

bit confused when the chair of committee for health contributed of which I am not sure whether 

to support or not because he said these things cross cutting   

Hon Speaker: You have no ways you either support or oppose  

Hon Amran: Of Cause am supporting the member who is stabling who is my good friend but 

what I am confused about is the situation in which the HIV is being handled in roads like even 

agriculture I don’t know how agriculture comes in, I don’t know how agriculture comes in so I 

actually learn something also and maybe having more questions to ask the chair for health 

committee. 

Mr. speaker there was a time AIDS was not known in Garissa county and the percentage was like 

0% and a time when it reached 1 percent it was alarming that means many people are suffering 

from this disease and today it has just become like air borne disease where very few people are 

hiding I have seen young women who just come for trainings talk about openly if it is creating 

awareness it must be created so that those people who are suffering from this disease to learn 

more about the disease. 

 Mr. speaker there is cancer that is really eating up our people and once someone is diagnose 

with cancer first stage the family of that person they are freely openly discussing it saying she 

has a breast cancer, stomach cancer which is a very serious disease. So the reason as to why we 

are learning different HIV is the manner in which people catch that disease which is sexual 
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transmitted disease, I think if it is right term to use that is what we are running away from. 

Otherwise it is a disease that is curable. It is a disease someone cannot die of. Someone can die 

of malaria or any other disease but nobody dies of HIV. This is a disease that someone can life 

with the next sixty years or 70 years. So I think it is our work as leaders in this county to go out 

there with the help of the relevant department including agriculture to create this awareness and 

tell our people. 

 Most people who suffer and who are actually fearing this disease are those people who are at the 

rural and by the way, having those small settlements between these two big towns for example 

Garissa and Balambala. There are so many settlement and most of the people who carry these 

diseases truck drivers and their tomboys. When they go there they mess up those young girls. In 

fact, today I had someone saying, when I come I was even wandering where this HIV thing come 

from because were discussing it earlier that especially young girls of 14 to 17 years’ old who are 

actually infected mostly in our county. And that is happening because these men when they go to 

the settlement, pack their car overnight on their way where they are going to and when they are 

coming back they pass and have a relationship with those young girls who are school dropout. So 

the best thing for us to do is to go out there talk to those young girls and give them something to 

substitute what they are doing and actually trying to take them to those small kiosks where they 

are trying to operate as hotels and shops where they are meeting these men.  

 Mr. Speaker, it is our duty as every leader no matter which corner of this county you come from 

we go and create awareness with the help of the government. Thank you Mr. Speaker 

Hon. Speaker: Very well Chair budget and Hon. Gedi and then deputy speaker 

Hon. Fatuma Khalif: Thank you Mr. Speaker, I am somehow much disturbed like what the 

chair for health who was opposing this motion. Mr. Speaker, I stand to support. 

Hon. Speaker:  Please understand where the chair for purpose of clarification, if I had him 

correctly chair budget. What the chair for health said is he just said two issues why he opposed. 

It was cross cutting. Secondly, he said this is something continuous that is already happening. 

That the department of health is already doing the awareness and therefore you see by the way 

you cannot add anything more on now what they are doing. And that was his personal view. So I 
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don’t want to be disturbed chair for budget as you contribute please feel at peace with the chair 

and your mjomba for his opinion. 

 Hon. Fatuma Khalif: Ok Mr. Speaker, I have withdrawn my issue with the chair. Mr. Speaker, 

I stand to support the motion. Mr. Speaker, we very well know that HIV is there, HIV is real and 

we have seen how the graph is growing very high in this county or country. So having that in 

mine, the question is just increase creating awareness that is what we were told. I think we 

should do that as leaders wherever we are. To create awareness is our duty. We know HIV has 

caused death and we must have some measures to put so that the graph can grow down. 

Otherwise if we stand and say that we are not supporting this motion then we have no value to be 

leaders. Thank you.   

Hon. Speaker: Next was hon. Gedi and then deputy speaker in that order and then will be 

followed by chair education. 

Hon. Gedi: Mr. Speaker, I stand to support this motion. AIDS is a killer disease. There are some 

people who are living testimony who are living with AIDS in our community. Only that we don’t 

want to stigmatize them but this thing is spreading like bush fire silently. Mr. Speaker, we need 

to encourage and come out very seriously and encourage our community. This is just change of 

perception and attitude. So Mr. Speaker, if we just keep quit we know when AIDS has started in 

Garissa and it was one lady that was living with the virus was totally burnt. Those days if you 

have AIDS people use to run away but nowadays you don’t know who has got AIDS. People are 

very health and they eat with you.  

AIDS is real in our county. So one thing I come to know this motion is not addressed is about the 

role of the clerics; the Muslim clerics. We have only just said the role of health institution but 

what is the role of the clerics. Sometime Kadhi court can deny a marriage certificate. So what is 

his role and what is our role as legislators. Our role is to enact the necessary laws so that at least 

we can reduce the preference of AIDS in our county. Having said that AIDS is real and let me 

take one living with AIDS so we shall not shy away. Those saying something to do with sex, I 

know AIDS normally come out beyond even marriage. So Mr. Speaker, what we need to say it is 

not only possible. We can go to even vernacular stations to talk about this issues. We can go to 
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the morning breakfast in the TV shows, talk about this issues and not just talking here. We can 

go with the honorable ladies to the TV shows and we want in fact demonstrate to our rural forks, 

to our mothers’ women forks down there at the grass root that this thing is there. I think what we 

need to do is encourage our community for them to do voluntary testing. Mr. Speaker, it is not 

meriting anyone because most of us are going for second one. Hon. Adow has got four. Am 

sorry, so I don’t know if he will need another testing he went to the maximum so I think it’s the 

right time to come out clearly we go to the Barraza address this issue even in the Barraza’s and 

say that there is deference if the national control council has raised the red flag what about us as 

legislators we have a role to play, Mr. Speaker let us come out very clearly with those few 

remarks I want to support this motion, thank you.  

The Speaker: Very well Deputy Speaker. 

Hon. Mohamud Abass: Thank you so much Mr. Speaker I want to support the motion and by 
supporting this motion Hon. Speaker I just want to lament on very many issues regarding, Hon. 
Speaker as much we have 0.8 % written here Garissa township where I also represent and the 
majority leader represent is actually bearing the biggest percentage which is 4% and you Hon. 
We cannot be quite about that and we cannot oppose a motion that is actually urging Garissa 
township to reduce between 4% to 0% it doesn’t make sense to me  

Hon. Speaker Garissa township constituency is actually growing highest number of female sex 
workers and Hon. Speaker when you walk in the street of Garissa township at night you will be 
shocked when you go towards this bars you will realize 15 years to 18 years old ladies who are 
actually bare naked and that is not the way the Garissa is to be Hon. Speaker, again we already 
have set standards and platforms in the country that is guiding testing and counseling Hon. 
Speaker, however this number which is 2888 is still a lesser number compared to those people 
who are suffering Hon. Speaker  because the situation as it is right now because as the 
community in Garissa we don’t have culture of  testing voluntary  

Hon. Speaker as married men married husband in this house Hon. Speaker the only result that we 
know we are HIV negative is when our mothers get pregnant they go to facilities and they get 
tested when they get tested we owe with them that result Hon. Speaker it is not the best way of 
doing Hon. Speaker that is actually the result we are relying, but the culture we have in Garissa 
we do not go for testing unless we go for testing Hon. Speaker this number will not be 2888 it 
will more than 2888, Hon. Speaker if I give you an example right now when I visited a ward in 
Kitui with in a Muslim community the first thing we did Hon. Speaker in the procession as we 
headed to Nikkah  we were taken to kitui district Hospital where the groom were being tested 
Hon. Speaker and this is the situation people have accepted the reality of HIV Aids and now the 
stigma level has reduced significantly Hon. Speaker, all mothers who get pregnant Hon. Speaker 
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they go to facilities and they are not counsel for testing it is a mandatory postnatal clinic profile 
because they know that is a fact that can be collected through the antenatal surveillance and that 
is the result we are working on  

Hon. Speaker a lot of effort has been put in place in sensitizing communities to do proper testing 
and counseling however Garissa is still in the increasing end it was 0.5% in the last Kenya 
indicator survey right now it is going 1% you see that is an increase number however strategy 
and the work are put in place Hon. Speaker we still need to do more effort in doing outreach 
programs Hon. Speaker I even want to urge the department of Health  to come to this assembly  
because we already have members of this county assembly Hon. Speaker who are not yet 
married Hon. Speaker and when you are not married Hon. Speaker, in the HIV world you are 
categorized as most at risk population and when you are categorized as most at risk population 
you need to go for testing in an annual basis 

 Hon. Speaker and I will urge every three months you go for testing and it is the right time we 
urge the department of health to come in this assembly and conduct Hon. Speaker testing 
continuously to every member of this house starting with me I will be ready to that because I 
believe myself and know my  status and I want to urge the Hon. Members of this house that we 
do that I have worked in this sector for the last 15 years and I know what it takes for  somebody 
to serve as HIV aids I have actually empathized to this people Hon. Speaker I have worked in a 
county that is a 24% of HIV prevalence and that is too big working in a such kind of a situation 
even the places you eat and sleep are actually jeopardized so I wish this thing should be taken 
seriously and Hon. Members of this house wholeheartedly support this thing and immediately the 
committee for implementation to follow up and conduct this and it is not the department of 
health also we want the department of social services of this county to do the social sensitization 
in the national arena every department in the ministry is supposed to have aids control unit and in 
Garissa Hon. Speaker we are supposed to do the same even  the ministry of immigration Hon. 
Speaker they have aids control unit which is actually a section and as more department within 
that department Mr. Speaker and we want such kind of things to start happening as urgent as 
possible and I want to urge the committee of implementation to immediately  install measures 
because this is alarming 

 Hon. Speaker this number is increasing from 0.5% to 8% in HIV and this number 2888 these are 
the votes we have entered we have actually been reelected such amount of numbers actually we 
are enjoying this house being elected by this kind of population being represented by this kind of 
population is a big deal Hon. Speaker and I want to urge this house who are actually purporting 
to oppose and I will be really wondering a very high level member of this house to stand and say 
HIV should not be sensitizing in this county it’s very unfortunate Hon. Speaker , thank you.  

The Speaker: For the purpose of correction the chair of health did not say it should not be 
sensitized what I told you it is already happening it is point of view 

 Chair for education member for Nanighi, Hon. Borle, and then Hon. Katra in that order. 
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Hon. Dhiriye: Thank you Mr. Speaker for giving me this opportunity. 

The Speaker: And Hon. Members if you are willing my office can write to the health 
department if we can get sufficient numbers if we can get around 30 members you can be 
showed my office can write and we will do the test, thank you. 

Hon. Dhiriye: Thank you Mr. Speaker, I raised to support this motion  

Mr. Speaker historically when we heard first time about AIDS, people the Islamic community 
belief that this punishment from God and it does not affect Muslims, because Muslims practice 
legal marriage. It had continued like this until had just come into us slowly by slowly, and Mr. 
Speaker as you know 65% of population today are youth who are sexually active. Mr. Speaker 
also because of a telephones and the media that we have these days, our youth look at so many 
dangerous things, pornographic and all that and because of that they are so much motivated and 
again because our wedding is so expensive and they youth are unable to marry each other and 
because they do illegal malpractices because of that now Mr. Speaker the rate is increasing and 
still people of our community are still believing that it has nothing to do with Muslims. And that 
is why we need to have serious sensitization to make sure that it goes up to the rural, where the 
Honorable Maryam said at the rural areas, you know this trailers they stop, and you know these 
people they taking a very big people from the turn boy to the driver they are using our girls. 
Therefore I urge and I will like to say my fellow chair health to continue mainstreaming in all the 
department and sensitizing all the areas to make sure that we have sensitize our community who 
have a very bad notation against HIV/AIDS. Therefore I support   the motion and I will ask the 
honorable members on the floor to also support It. Thank you.  

Hon Speaker: Very well, yes member for Nanigi. 

Hon Hassan Omar:  Asante Sana bwana Spika. Nimesimama Kwa kuunga mkono hii motion. 
Bwana Spika maajabu ndio umerudia Sana Kwa mara nyingi kuhusu ile niya alikuwa naye 
mwenyekiti Wa kamati wa afia. Bwana Spika naulizia Kama kulikua Na awareness vile alisema 
mwenyekiti  inaendelea Kwa hospitali kwa sehemu zingine, mimi si amini bado hii namba 
tulipatiwa kama ndio sawa kwa sababu hawa watu hawakuenda kwa vilages hawakuenda kwa 
rural ,wange pata namba ni Zaidi. Bwana spika deputy spika alizungumzia kuhusu 
……………….. 

Hon Speaker: Member for Nanigi no member will apologize for their opinion, please let us 
respect each other’s opinion. 

Hon Hassan Omar: Naomba radhi. Bwana Speaker hii namba tukiangalia ingekuwa imezidi  
wangefanya survey vile. Bwana Deputy Spika vile alizungumuzia ilikuwa siku moja Mimi 
nilikuja town saa tano usiku. Bwana Speaker sehemu zingine ukienda utashangaa. Bwana spika 
hapo Garissa primary saa tano mchana hizo dawa zote za drugs zinauzwa huko. Hii maneno ya 
drug ndio inaleta hii kitu  iongezeke. Bwana Spika hatujawahi ona Kwa hospitali mahali 
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inafanywa awarenesss hatujaona mahali zingine inatangazwa wala kwa radio wala kwa social 
media hiyo ndio inafanya namba iongezeke. Tunataka hatua ichukuliwe Asante sana. 

 Hon Speaker: Yes, honorable Borle and honorable Khatra I think that will have ventilated 
enough. 

Hon Borle: Thank you Mr. Speaker. I think this is very serious issue, I would like us to look at it 
in context. While we are being told that the rate of infection is increasing in a pigeon, it is 
actually decreasing in most parts. So the problem we have you know it’s very strange, whereas 
overly the rate of HIV/AIDS infection is in Kenya, we are being told it is increasing in our 
region, that is very serious it shows that our people are not well informed, it shows that probably 
we are not taking this issue seriously. That is why we need a very serious campaign, which will 
be cross cutting all departments and a lot of sensitization is required. 

 I remember the deputy speaker saying that he has worked in places that the infection is up to 
45%. I think that must be past part of Nyanza and so, but now those areas it has reduced, so our 
people maybe still think that AIDS is not for us but for other people, but now the reality is with 
us. We must not wait until we reach such an alarming stage. So I think we need not only to pass 
this motion but also to take the lead and even have an AIDS unit in our own institution. Which 
should also carry out internally sensitization, which collaborate with other partners and we lead. 
Because this is everybody business. It is a threat and we should take it seriously. Thank you very 
much.  

Hon Speaker: Honorable Khatra. 

 

Hon. Khatra Iman: kwa hawa vijana akaniambia hata hawakuoni. Mheshimiwa spika hawa 

vijana wameathirika ile shida iko saa hizi mambo ni kubaya kama sisi ni wazazi tunaweza saidia 

vipi hawa vijana watoke kwa hiyo shida si mambo na kusema tu. 

Leo mimi naona hii maneno ni muhimu kwa vile imekuja bungeni na imeletwa, ili hali zamani 

ilikuwa inafanywa na wizara sasa naomba wenzangu hapa leo mutilie manani mweke mikakati 

na sheria ya kuhakikisha kila idara ina wajibika., Mheshimiwa spika mimi naishi mahali inaitwa 

bula iftin na kule kuna wale masikini wenzetu wanaitwa malakote kwangu kuna wafanyikazi 

wawili unamwona nyanya wa umri wa miaka sabini jioni akielekea nyumbani anabakwa na 

kijana mdogo wa miaka 18 kama huyo mama ameharibiwa na kijana mdogo maana yeye hana 

nguvu kumbe kijana anajiamini kwa sababu amekula vitu asubuhi wanavurutana wanakuja kwa 

polisi baadaye unasikia wakona ugonjwa. 
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Ile shida nyingine nimeona kwa jirani yangu alikuwa ni mfanyikazi kutoka bungoma unaletewa 

jioni asubuhi kuenda kupimwa wanapatikana na ukimwi. Mheshimiwa spika kama sisi wasomali 

tumezoea kuwaita wafanyikazi kutoka Mombasa bungoma kila mahali na wengine hawatii 

manani kuwapima hawa wasichana kama mheshimiwa naibu spika amesema yeye mwenyewe 

aanze kwake nyumbani tusifikiri watu wetu pekee ndio wabaya wameshaharibika lakini mimi 

nikona Imani na sub counties ile mahali imeoza ni township. 

Ya mwisho naomba hii bunge ikuwe na ofisi ya kupimwa ukimwi na kila mwezi tupimwe 

hakuna mambo ya kusema akina mama hata vijana wapimwe kila asubuhi asante. 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you very much hon Khatra, that one I can a sure you in the next board 

meeting I will take that as an agenda that before we start telling other people what we think is 

write If we start with our selves therefore you will be notify accordingly. 

Hon. Members there being no any other business… sorry no you have already contributed to 

this, declined ,since I can’t see any other member, yes please. 

Hon. Mohamed Abdi Farah: mhshimiwa spika natoka asante kwa waheshimiwa wenzangu 

wamechangia vizuri na ninaomba hii mjada imeshapita ihakikishwe kwamba imesisitizwa kabisa 

asante sana. 

Hon. Speaker: very well hon. Members I will put the question which is; 

 THAT aware that Kenya has one of the largest epidemic in the world and that the virus affects 

many people in the country destroying families and livelihoods. 

Further aware, that there are more than 2,888 people living with HIV in Garissa County  

Concerned that, the national Aids Control Council has raised concerns over raising cases of the 

new infection among young people in Garissa. 

Further concerned, that lack of sexual health knowledge coupled with unprotected sex among 

young people has seen the number infections increase in the recent days. 

Recognizing that, there have been cases of new infections arising from newly wed couples who 

do not undergo voluntary HIV testing. Therefore the county assembly urges the department for 
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health and sanitation to provide awareness and sensitize the public on HIV/AIDS in order to 

encourage voluntary testing so as to reduce infection rates especially among new couples. 

(Question put and agreed upon)  

Next order: 

Adjournment  

 

Hon. Speaker: Before we adjourn I have in fact two communications from the majority party to 

my office dated today 17th of September, 2019. The first one regards the nominations of hon. 

Mahat Osman Ibrahim to the county assembly service board to represent the majority party 

(applause). 

 Hon. Members the second letter also dated today 17th September, 2019 regards discharge of 

members from committees and the letter reads as follows:  

Pursuant to section 157(1) the majority party hereby discharge the following members from the 

committees as follows 

1. Hon. Yusuf Omar Abdi has been discharge from the committee of Agriculture livestock 

and fisheries. 

2. Hon. Maryan Mohamed Hassan has been discharge from the committee of roads 

transport and public works. 

And hon. Members if you look at your standing orders and they quoted standing order 157(1) 

which says the county assembly party that nominate a member to select committee may give 

notice in writing to the speaker the member to be discharge from the select committee (2) the 

discharge of a member shall take effect upon receipt by the speaker of the notice under paragraph 

one, and therefore the essence of this letter means that hon. Yusuf Omar Abdi and Hon. Maryan 

Mohamed are out of the Agriculture livestock and Fisheries committee and Roads Transport and 

Public works committee respectively. That means hon. Members as it stands now those two 

committee do not have chairs because I know these are two chairs of that committee and 
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therefore what I will do is that I direct that those two committees, a meeting convene not later 

than Tuesday 10 for those committees to sit and elect their respective chairs. I thank you all, next 

order  

Adjournment  

There being no any other business the house stands adjourned until tomorrow at 9:30 Am 


